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Abstract
In reference to the accelerated development in the world of business, several economic concerns have been
emerged such as: growing competitive pressure in the SMEs and large companies, increase in customers’
demand for services, emphasis on critical operations, better customer satisfaction, globalization, etc.
To manage every one of these difficulties Logistics prerequisites have continuously expanded, for example,
delivery time, Just-in-Time technique, Order cycle, Order fill rate, Order processing, enhancing project
management, cost reduction and many others. In this manner, SMEs and large companies consider logistics as a
potential key competitive advantage. Also, there is a growing demand for professional logistics and modified
logistics solutions. The tailored complex logistics providers offer their packages under special term contract that
add special values to the clients. However, some companies still have deficits and needs for proper logistical
services, as they had assigned traditional logistics services, such as transport and storage services, to a
specialized Logistics service provider. This article tries to give an illustration about contract logistics concept for
companies.
Keywords: logistics service provider, small and medium sized enterprises, contract logistics, outsourcing
1. Introduction
The robust business environment leads companies to continually rebuild their strategies and aim to apply
cost-cut measures in order to gain competitive advantages (Tohmatsu, 2005). Therefore, logistics service
providers become high in demand to help the companies meet their needs and to effectively cut cost and achieve
the requested added value (Klaus et al., 2010; Straube/Pfohl, 2008).
Outsourcing is assigning at least one business processes or functions to an outside supplier who consequently,
possesses, controls and managed the assigned processes or functions according to defined and measurable
performance metrics. It is an agreement in which one company contracts-out certain part of their existing internal
activity to a capable logistics service provider. According to changing business environment and small size
companies, which are not capable of building their own logistics department, outsourcing has become the
popular solution to solve all logistics-related challenges (Ogorelc, 2007).
Some of the most significant reasons that drive companies to outsource logistical activities, are:
The demand for customized products,
Market Competition,
Customers’ demand for special services (Scholz-Reiter et al., 2008),
Emphasis on critical operations (core competencies),
Reduce Back-office Operations,
Enhance Customer Satisfaction,
Reduced Liabilities,
Achieve Economies of Scale, and
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Effective Real-time Tracking. (Logistics Services, 2018)
The main question is which task to be assigned to third party logistics provider. The answer to the questions
depends on the nature of the outsourcing company’s business.
According to Halldorsson et al. (2004), Langley et al. (2002), McKinnon/Forster (2000), Mol (2001), and
Ogorelc et al. (2002), the main requested outsourced logistics services are as follow:
1)

Warehousing

2)

Outbound Transportation

3)

Cross-Docking / Shipment Consolidation

4)

Inbound Transportation

5)

Freight Bill Auditing / Payment

6)

Freight Forwarding

7)

Order Fulfillment and Distribution

8)

Inventory Management

At the beginning of the “outsourcing strategy”, logistics service providers were typically contracted in the areas
of transport and warehousing. However, the increase of corporate and individual requirements caused the
increase in the demand for logistics services (Scholz-Reiter et al., 2008). In the 90’s, the outsourcing fashion was
empowered by the companies’ conviction with the concept of “focusing on core competencies” (Schwarz, 2005;
Prahalad/Hamel, 1990). As a result of the continuous demand for professional logistics, contemporary logistics
services continue to grow (Klaus et al., 2010).
Currently, companies are increasingly outsourcing their entire logistics to external logistics service providers
(Weber et al., 2007). As a result, logistics service providers offer customized integrated logistics service packages,
which are covered by the term contract logistics (Straube/Frohn, 2007).
Regarding the Small and Medium Size companies’ limitation in terms of the available resources, and proper
logistical ccompetencies, it is difficult for them to meet the increasing demand for logistics services (Kummer,
1992). Small and medium-sized companies have already recognized the importance of logistics outsourcing, but
it is still limited to the classical transport or storage services (Gericke, 2009).
One of the most common obstacle for outsourcing contracts, especially for small and SME’s companies, is the
contract conditional term regarding the minimum sales volume. This conditional term may pose a major problem
to most of the aforementioned companies (Klaus/Hartmann/Kille, 2010).
2. Literature Review
The contract logistics is counted among the logistic system service companies (Gudehus, 2007). Logistics services
consist of information services, logistical core services and additional services. In turn, the core logistics services
are subdivided into transport, transshipment and storage services (Isermann, 1998). In addition, logistics services
can be differentiated into stationary and non-stationary value-added processes (Sucky, 2004).
Many manufacturing companies had integrated and incubated the term “logistics outsourcing” in their own
operations. In order to exploit the full potential of these relationships, the client must be prepared to integrate the
service provider far into their own processes and to provide them with a high level of trust (Drodofsky, 2011).
Logistical services are provided by service providers in various forms and are classified according to four criteria.
1)

The range of logistics services

2)

The service area in which the service provider operates

3)

The amount of logistics assets

4)

The number of value added services

The logistic services range from operational to strategic logistics services and this goes along with other needed
value added services. In operational logistics services, only a few value added services are provided, and as a result,
more value added services are offered as the range of services increases (Baumgarten et al., 2002).
These performance enhancements, such as simple assembly, consulting, IT and financial services, improve the
problem-solving ability of the service provider (Pfohl/Buse, 2000; Zadek, 2004), but also links the provider with
the client and make it hard to terminate the contract. Due to cost and quality advantages that are gained by a
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shipping ccompany from
m contract loggistics service, contract loggistics is now playing a coonsiderable role in
industrializzed economiess (Drodofsky, 2011).
Large com
mpanies normallly have the finnancial stabilitty and the ability to establishh their own loggistics departm
ments,
however m
most of the SM
ME’s are considdered financiaally weak becaause of the diffficult access too the capital market
(Bitzer, 19977). Thereforee, they cannot establish theirr own logistics departments. Hence, SME’ss apply outsourcing
strategy too receive differrent types of logistics services. In this issue we have 4 typpes of logistics services proviiders:
1) individdual service prrovider,
2) the freeight forwarder,
3) the 4thh Party Logistiics Provider (44 PL), and
4) the contract logisticss service proviider
The figuree below shows the highly fraggmented internnational logisttics market witth the largest loogistics service
providers w
worldwide.

Fiigure 1. Highlyy fragmented llogistics markeet share of majjor players
Source: Al-F
Fatayerji, 2018.

The aforem
mentioned typpes shall be elaborated below
w in an ascennding order according to thee size of the added
a
values:
For individdual service prroviders, operaational logisticss services are pprovided to clieents while onlyy a small amou
unt of
value-addeed services aree provided to a customer. Thee range of businness operationns can be ratherr limited and liinked
to high asssets utilization, the so-called logistics assetts (Haas, 2011).
The freighht forwarder peerforms the opeerational and thhe coordinatioon parts, whichh is why the freeight forwarderr also
offers morre value-addedd services.
4th Party L
Logistics Provvider (4PL) off
ffers a wide sppectrum of servvices that includes coordinaation, integratio
on of
strategic loogistics servicees, and conducct local and intternational opeerations (Haas,, 2001).
Contract loogistics mainlyy offers the fulll bundle of loggistics servicess that ensures thhe maximum vvalue added to their
clients (Baaumgarten et al.,
a 2002) / (G
Gudehus, 2007). Contract loggistics is desiggned privately aand specificallly for
the custom
mer to become a tailored bussiness relationnship that incluudes the traditiional logistics services and other
types of seervices to creatte an integratedd service bunddle (Klaus et all., 2010).
Due to the individually designed
d
business relationshiip and the tailor-made logistics concepts, biilateral investm
ments
are also reequired from thhe logistics prrovider (Klauss/Kille, 2008). This kind of investment requires the logistics
provider too adapt his asseets according tto the client’s sspecial needs; ttherefore the reelationship muust have a relattively
longer durration in order to justify this investment.
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A specific contract period, according to Gudehus, is approximately between 3 and 10 years and could be longer in
many cases (Gudehus, 2007).
Further to the long duration of the contract, another criterion of logistics contracts which concerns the volume of
business. According to Klaus, contract logistics must have a minimum annual turnover (Klaus et al., 2010) which
can be defined by negotiation.
The customized logistics packages also include value-added services which are defined as additional services that
differentiate the logistics provider from other competitors, and consequently, the customers’ benefits increase
(Kille, 2008).
Frohn defined logistics value-added services as follows: “Logistic value-added services are logistical tasks
tailored to clients or segments beyond basic services in the areas of transport, transshipment and warehousing,
whose external provision by specialized service providers represents a net increase in value compared to internal
provision by creates the client” (Frohn, 2006).
There are also two business models for contract logistics:
1- The classic single-user system:
This system is referred to as “real” contract logistics, where logistics service package is put together specifically
for a customer according to individual requirements.
2- The multi-user system:
This system includes a contractual agreement with several companies in industry and trade (Waibel et al., 2007) /
(Klaus, 2007). Of course, this does not prohibit logistics service providers to apply the accumulated know-how and
process flows from a single user system to other customers.
In order to differentiate their services, contract logistics companies provide the following additional advantages for
customers, including:
- Offer better service improvement compared to traditional logistics outsourcing.
- Conduct operational and coordination logistics services
- Finally, the customer can choose to outsource the entire processes to the logistics service provider in order to
optimize the processes (Haas, 2001).
- Assist the clients to access global markets before actual market entry occurs (Kersten/Koch, 2007).
3. Small-Medium Sized Enterprises
The terms middle class, medium-sized enterprises and small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) are often used
interchangeably in the literature (Damken, 2007). Medium-sized companies as well as small and medium-sized
enterprises include not only medium-sized but also small enterprises. In this contribution, the terms medium-sized
and medium-sized enterprises are used synonymously.
A general definition for medium-sized enterprises does not exist in the literature (Thomas, 1994). Due to the
heterogeneity of the various contract logistics relationships and business content, the diverse and sometimes
strongly divergent definitions of the contract logistics concept have led to conceptual ambiguity and demarcation
problems (Large, 2009). However, collectively, contract logistics relationships are generally a close and deeply
integrated relationship between a service provider and at least one client (Weber et al., 2007). Therefore, SMEs are
delineated using quantitative and qualitative criteria (Thomas, 1994) such as “unity of ownership and leadership”
(Damken, 2007), “Manageability of the organizational structure” (Kosmider, 1994).
Generally, in small and medium-sized companies, ownership and leadership are mainly united in one person
(Damken, 2007). The particularity of corporate governance is based on the fact that entrepreneur exerts elementary
influence and shapes the corporate culture, when decisions are made concerning company policy (Stephan 2002).
Despite of the need and the importance of logistics, many SMEs do not implement general logistics concepts. In
large companies, there is usually an institutionalized department for the logistics sector. After all, the focus in the
SMEs sector is on the implementation of operational logistics services; in large companies, strategic logistics
services are also carried out (Pfohl, 2006a) & (2006b).
The partnership between the provider and the client is not limited to the classical shape of a normal business
relationship. This relationship could exceed the classical limits through trust, honesty, and shared contract’s
objectives (Lambert et al., 1999).
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Due to the conditions in SMEs, the increasing demands on logistics services can be difficult to meet. One possible
solution to this issue is the outsourcing of logistics to a specialized service provider. Moreover, due to the structure
of SMEs, certain concerns about service quality may prevent implementing logistics outsourcing, as quality is
heavily linked to company’s reputation and sustainability (Gericke, 2009). Generally, the outsourcing decision is
made on the grounds of clear performance shortcomings or high costs (Gebhardt, 2005).
4. Problems Between Contract Logistics and SMEs
Contract logistics represents a possibility to fill into the gaps of logistics services in SMEs operations. However,
looking more closely at SMEs and contract logistics, it can be said that there are compatibility issues that will be
identified and demonstrated below.
Due to the investments that the contract logistics service provider has to make for the customer-specific logistics
needs, contract logistics transactions generally require a longer-term duration (Gudehus, 2007). However, SMEs
are rather skeptical of cooperation Buse (1997), because of the lengthy required relationship.
A criterion of contract logistics is according to Klaus a substantial minimum turnover in the Year. In industrial
countries for example a minimum turnover of between 0.5 and 1 million Euros per year is considered practical
(Klaus et al., 2010). This is certainly different in other countries and depends on the strength or weakness of the
economy in general. Therefore for the application of contract logistics services the requirement of minimum
turnover volume must be defined by negotiation. The investment amount which the provider allocated in order to
offer the customized logistics solutions, affect directly the definition of the turnover volume (Gudehus, 2007).
However, these investments only pay off for the contract logistics provider after a certain minimum turnover and a
certain contract period. For example, if the contract is not renewed by the customer, the question arises for the
contract logistics provider of the extent to which the logistics assets can continue to be used due to their specificity
(Haas, 2001).
In recent years, growth rates have always been higher than in other logistics market segments. However, despite
this positive market development, the fragility of these relationships should not be ignored (Drodofsky, 2011).
Wilding and Juriado reached to a conclusion through their study showing that 74% of contracting companies have
not renewed a contract logistics contract at least once (Wilding/Juriado, 2004). In addition, there are premature
terminations of contracts, for example due to the bankruptcy of a contracting party or premature, extraordinary
dismissals.
The termination of a relationship between the two parties is one of the basic subjects of relationship management,
in addition to the already intensively researched business development and the management of an ongoing
relationship (Halinen/Tähtinen, 2002).
The termination of contract logistics relationships has been marked as a field of further research due to the
ambiguity of it. There should be a clearer understanding to frame the ending of a professional relationship between
the provider and the clients (Arnold, 2007). The nature, reasons and process of “contract termination” is very
important, but it will not be discussed further here.
5. Conclusions and Recommendations
Changing environment is adding increase pressure on the SMEs and large companies, to respond to the
ever-ending customer needs. The logistic providers are in constant struggle to attract new clients, therefore their
abilities to provide customized logistics solutions to them is challenged by the changing needs.
The utilization of the offered services can help SMEs to reduce pressure and to provide value added services to
their clients. Their un-strong financial positions, sometimes do not allow them to create their own logistics
departments. Therefore, dealing with third-party logistics provider, is considered a way-out.
Nevertheless, dealing with third-party logistics provider, is attached to many risks and special conditions which
can be considered as unsolvable obstacles. There are few indicators that companies take into their consideration
during negotiating the terms contract between each party.
For the development of the “contract logistics” concept, empirical investigations are mostly needed. Further
research is required on the factors that affect the logistics contract including the conditions, indicators, termination,
duration, etc.
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